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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Strengthen your organization with team building workshops tailored to your
company. We’ve found that working with our hands and using practical skills is
a great way to get out of a rut, fight burnout, and boost creativity.
Our instructors craft experiences that feature engaging challenges designed to
bring your group together, allowing participants to naturally develop leadership,
communication, conflict resolution, and problem solving skills through guided,
open-ended, collaborative projects.

We offer projects that span half a day, a full day, or even multiple sessions, and
ADX can work with you to craft the most valuable experience for your team. 

PROJECT IDEAS
SCREEN PRINT A LOGO
BUILD A CUTTING BOARD 
 TUFT A RUG 

MAKE A MINI BOOK
BUILD A BOOKSHELF
EXPAND CREATIVITY



OUR THEMES:
Projects are created on an individual and group level to cultivate
an expanded understanding of creativity. Participants are
encouraged to question what success entails and how creative
problem-solving can reframe “mistakes”

KEY TERMS: 
Creative Wounds, Creative Generation, Xchange, Play



SCREEN PRINTING 
WITH HABIT GALLERY

Join Billy’s Screen Printing Class for a hands-on journey from transparency
printing to custom clothing. They’ll guide you through hand-painting
designs in class – keep your design simple to ensure you finish on time!
Perfect for all skill levels, this class provides equipment rental for personal
projects. Dive into a creative experience where assistance is at every step!

CLASS LENGTH:
HALF DAY
BANDANA: $65 PER PERSON
T-SHIRT: $130 PER PERSON

2-4 STUDENTS PER SESSION



Discover the joy of woodworking in our Live Edge Charcuterie Board Workshop!
No experience required – we provide sustainably sourced Oregon Black Walnut,
tools, and oil. In 2 hours, craft your own ready-to-use board. All materials
provided! Enjoy a social, fun atmosphere for up to 20 people! Join us for a
memorable class full of creativity, connection, and crafting!

BUILD A CUTTING BOARD 
WITH ABBY

CLASS LENGTH: HALF DAY

CHARCUTERIE BOARD: 
$130 PER PERSON
INSTRUCTION PROVIDED

5-20 STUDENTS PER SESSION



Calvin's guided creativity class is an exploration of our innate creative nature.
Through diverse techniques like stream-of-consciousness writing, automatic
mark making, and mindfulness meditation, participants discover their personal
language of expression. Using an array of materials, they explore connections
between self-expression, community, and the present moment. 

GUIDED CREATIVITY
WITH CALVIN

CLASS LENGTH: HALF DAY

SESSION PRICE: 
$65 PER PERSON
MATERIALS PROVIDED

5-20 STUDENTS PER SESSION



In Jessica's classes, participants delve into a creative journey exploring various
bookmaking styles, ranging from zines to coptic bound books. Additionally, her
printmaking sessions cover techniques like monoprinting or lino block cutting.
Through these mediums, Jessica guides students in unlocking their own
expressive capabilities and crafting visual narratives from their emotions and
experiences.

BOOK MAKING
WITH JESSICA

CLASS LENGTH: HALF DAY

SESSION PRICE: 
$65 PER PERSON
MATERIALS PROVIDED

5-20 STUDENTS PER SESSION



BUILD A BOOKSHELF
WITH CHANCE
Join Chance for a full-day workshop dedicated to the art of
woodworking, designed to cultivate robust team relationships
through craftsmanship. This immersive class offers all materials
provided. Whether you're a seasoned woodworker or have never
touched a saw, no prior experience is necessary to participate and
thrive in this engaging workshop.
Get ready to connect, create, and craft lasting relationships
through the beauty of woodworking!

CLASS LENGTH: FULL DAY



TUFT A RUG 
WITH ISABELLA
Join Isabella's Rug Tufting Class to create your own custom rug!
Collaborate on a design and craft a unique rug under Isabella's
guidance. All supplies included. Day one covers tufting and gluing,
while day two focuses on shaving and finishing. Get hands-on
assistance and creative guidance from Isabella. Upon completion,
receive discount codes and a step-by-step guide for future rug-
making adventures!

CLASS LENGTH: TWO DAY WORKSHOP


